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Let R be a commutative ring with identity. If X is an indeterminate, we 
shall denote by R(X) the ring (R [Xl), , where S is the set of all manic 
polynomials of R[X]. In [4] there is carried out a study of the ascent and 
descent of ring-theoretic properties to and from R to R(X). One question left 
open there is the following: If D is a Noetherian Hilbert domain, is D(X) a 
Hilbert domain? In this note we give an aRirmative answer to the question. 
Indeed, we prove that if R is any Noetherian ring, then R(X) is a Hilbert 
ring. We found this result to be surprising when contrasted with the situation 
one encounters when passing from R to R(X) = (R [X&, T the set of 
polynomials of R[X] whose coefficients generate the unit ideal of R. For 
example, if K is a field with Y, and Y, indeterminates, then for 
R =K[Y,, Y,], R(X) is a Hilbert ring, but R(X) is not. (Each maximal ideal 
of R(X) is of the form MR(X) for some maximal i&al M of R. If 
Y,X - Yz E M[X], then (Y, , Y,) = A4 and so (Y, , Yz) R(X) is the only 
maximal ideal of R(X) containing the prime ideal (Y,X- Y,) R(X).) 
Before stating and proving our main result, we require two preliminary 
results. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a subring of the ring T with T integral over R. Then 
T(X) is integral over R(X). 
Proof: We surely have that T[X] is integral over R[X]. Indeed, if U is 
the multiplicative system of manic polynomials in R[X], then (T(X]),, is 
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integral over (R [Xl), = R(X). Thus, we have only to prove that (T[X]), = 
T(X)-that is, that each prime ideal of T[X] that contains a manic 
polynomial in T[X] actually contains a manic polynomial in R[X]. Let .4” 
be such a prime of T[X] with 9 = 3 n R[X]. Passing from R E T to 
R/(,p n R) E T/(Lp n T), we can assume that 3 n T = (0). Then 
T[X]/,p = T[B] canonically contains R [Xl/S = R [@I. But since .P contains 
a manic polynomial, 6 is integral over T and hence over R. Thus, .Y 
contains a manic polynomial of R [X] as desired. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R c T be integral domains with R Noetherian, T 
integral over R, and the quotient field of T a finite algebraic extension of the 
quotient field of R. If P is a prime ideal of T, then there exists a rank one 
discrete valuation domain V such that T c V and V has center P on T. 
Proof: Replacing R, if necessary, by a finite integral extension contained 
in T, we may assume that R and T have the same quotient field. Applying 
[5, p. 1181 there exists only a finite number P = P,, P, ,..., P, of prime ideals 
of T having the same contraction as P in R. Moreover, since T is integral 
over R, there are no containment relations among the Pi%. If we choose 
x E P\(Uyz2 PJ and replace R by R [x] E T, then P is the unique prime of T 
lying over P n R = Q. Let S = R\Q and consider R, E Ts. Then R, = Ro is 
a local domain, Ts is a quasi-local integral extension contained in the 
quotient field of R, and having maximal ideal PT,. Hence, we may assume 
that R = R, and T = Ts ; and we just need to observe that the maximal ideal 
Q of R is the center of a rank one discrete valuation domain V, for then 
T E V and V has center P on T. This is a fairly standard argument. To wit, 
let xi, x2 ,..., x, be a set of generators for Q such that x, has minimal value 
among x,, x2 ,..., x, for some valuation domain centered on Q. Let R’ = 
R [q/x, ,..., xn/xI]. Then QR’ = x,R’ is a proper principal ideal of the 
Noetherian domain R’. Now any minimal prime of QR’ has height one. 
Since the derived normal ring of a one-dimensional local (Noetherian) 
domain is a finite intersection of discrete valuation domains, we see the 
existence of V by localizing R’ at a minimal prime of QR’, taking integral 
closure, and then localizing at any maximal ideal. 
THEOREM. If R is a Noetherian ring, then R(X) is a (Noetherian) 
Hilbert ring. 
Proof: Since R(X) is Noetherian, it suffices [3, p. 1081 to prove the 
following: If 9* is a prime ideal of R(X) with dim(R(X)/Y*) = 1, then .9* 
is contained in infinitely many maximal ideals of R(X). Let 9 be the 
contraction to R [X] of 9* and denote by S the set of all manic polynomials 
of R [Xl. Then 9 n S = 0 and there exists a prime ideal M of R [X] properly 
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containing .Y with M(7 S = 0. Our goal is to show that on this basis, there 
are infinitely many such Ms. 
Set P = .Y f7 R. By standard isomorphism theorems, we have that 
(RIXlMP(R[Xl)s = (R[WWl)s= (W’)IXl)s” (R/P)(X). 
Thus, it suffices to prove the theorem in case D is a Noetherian domain 
and 9 n D = (0). Notice that D has positive dimension for dim D = 0 
entails dim D(X) = 0, a conclusion at variance with our assumption that 
,PD(X) is a “dimension one” prime. 
Now, if 3 = (0), then dim D(X) = 1 and we jus; have to show that D(X) 
has infinitely many maximal ideals. But as noted above, D is not a field and 
so choose a E D, a # 0, a not a unit. Consider the set of ideals 
{(a”X- l))}F=i. Then (a”X- 1) is a prime ideal (cf. [3, p. 19 1) and 
(a”X- 1) n D = (0). It is easily seen that if m # n, then (amX- 1) # 
(a”X - 1) and it follows that { (a”X - l)}F= i is an infinite number of distinct 
prime ideals of D[X]. Since (a”X- l)n S = 0 and dim(D(X)) = 1, we see 
that D(X) has infinitely many maximal ideals. 
Thus, we may assume that .Y # (0), but that 9 n D = (0). If K denotes 
the quotient field of D, then .YK[X] = f . K[X], where we may choose 
fE.8,sayf=a,X”+.‘.+a,. 
Let Z be the ideal of D generated by those elements of D which occur as 
the leading coefftcient of some element of 44. Recall that A4 is some prime 
ideal of D[X] which properly contains 9 and Mn S = 0. Since M contains 
no manic polynomial, I# D. Thus, let N be a minimal prime of I. Now both 
M and .P survive in DN(X) and since DN(X) is a localization of D(X), if 9 
is contained in infinitely many prime ideals of DN(X), 9 will be contained in 
infinitely many prime ideals of D(X). 
Moreover, by Lemma 1, T(X) is integral over R(X), whenever T is 
integral over R. Thus, starting with D Noetherian, let D be the integral 
closure of D. Then D(X) is integral over D(X) and since 9D(X) is a 
dimension one prime of D(X), any prime 9 of D(X) lying over 9D(X) will 
also have dimension one. Since D(X) is Noetherian, there are only finitely 
many primes of D(X) lying over any given prime of D(X) [5, p. 1181 and so 
if .p is contained in infinitely many maximal ideals of D(X), 9D(X) will be 
contained in infinitely many maximal ideals of D(X). Moreover, if Q is any -- 
nonzero prime ideal of 0, then D/Q is an integral extension of D/@n 0) 
- -. and the quotient field of D/Q is a finite algebraic extension of the quotient 
field of D/(0 r7 D) [ 5, p. 1181. Thus, by Proposition 1, if & is any nonzero 
prime ideal of D/Q, then there exists a discrete valuation domain r whose -- -- 
center on D/Q is Q and so v dominates (D/Q)a. In fact, by the 
permutability of quotient ring and residue class ring formation, if Q* is a 
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preimage of & in D, then there exists a discrete valuation domain V which -- 
dominates (Dc.)/QD,* , We shall make important use of this fact later on in 
the proof. 
From our above observations we may assume that D is a quasi-local Krull 
domain with maximal ideal N. Moreover, since 3 # (0), dim(D(X)) > 2 and 
so, D is not a Dedekind domain-i.e., the height of N is at least two. 
Recall that we have .PK[X]=f,K[X], fE2, f=a,X"+"'+ 
a, X + a,, a, E N. What we seek is an infinite collection of prime ideals of 
D[X] each of which contains Y, but no one of which contains a manic. 
Since D is a Krull domain of dimension > 2, there exist infinitely many 
height one prime ideals Qi of D such that a, @ Qi. Consider D[X]/Q,[Xl N 
<DlQMl. If we find a nonzero prime 0: of (D/Q,)[X] with 
Qr n (D/Qi) = (0), J‘E @, and @ avoiding the monies of (D/Qi)[X], then 
a preimage of @ in D[X] gives a prime QT of D[X] with QT n D = Qi. 
Moreover, since f E QT, QT contains a height one prime off. We claim that 
QT 1> 3. To see this, notice that .YX[X] = f. K[X] implies that P is the 
only height one prime of D[X] containing f and lying over (0) in D. Thus, 
the height one primes off are .Y together with possibly some others each of 
which is extended from D. Each prime of the latter sort must, since it 
contains f, come from a height one prime of D which contains a,,. But 
a,, @ Qi. Hence, we would be done if we could show the existence of such 
primes QT of (D/Q,)lX]. 
Suppose that some aj @ N, 0 < j < n - 1. Then uj is a unit of D which 
we may take to be 1. By Proposition 1, (D/Qi) is dominated by a 
discrete valuation domain V and in V[X], the polynomial 
f=anp.+ +xj + .. + 8, has an irreducible factor 4 whose leading 
coefficient is a nonunit of V. The reason is that any constant dividing each 
coefficient of J‘ must be a unit. At any rate, the prime ideal qV[X] is such 
that qV[Xl n (D/Qi) = (01, while qV[X] n (D/Q,)[X] # (0). Moreover, 
qV[X] contains no manic polynomial since the leading coefficient of q is not 
a unit. This completes the proof in this case. 
There are many possible choices for $ Indeed, by the Approximation 
Theorem for Krull domains [ 1, p. 4971, if P,, P2,..., P, is any collection of 
height one primes of D, then there exists an element y E K such that 
yf E D[X], say yf = b,X + .‘. + b,X + b, and (b, ,..., b,) $4 Pi, 1 Q i < r. 
Since YX[X] =fx[X], yf E 9’. Hence, if it suits our purpose, we can alter f 
somewhat. We now utilize this remark. 
Thus, consider D[X]/Y = D[e]. Th en 13 is algebraic over D but not 
integral since .i” does not contain a manic polynomial. Since B satisfies f(X), 
for any height one prime ideal Q of D, if a, & Q, then 8 is integral over D,. 
Therefore, the set of essential valuation rings of D over which 19 fails to be 
integral is a finite, nonempty set. Let P, ,..., P, be the height one primes 
of D such that 8 is not integral over Dpi. As noted above, there exists an 
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element y E K such that yf= b,X” + b,_,X”-’ + .‘. + b, E 9 but 
(b,, b, - I,..., b,) 4f Pi for 1 < i < s. Since 6 also satisfies yf, b, E f)fL, Pi and 
so (b, - , ,..., b,) e Pi for 1 < i < s. If (b,- ,,..., b,) $6 N, the maximal ideal of 
D, then some bj is a unit and we are back to a case previously handled. 
Therefore, we assume that (b,_, ,..., b,) G N, but that (b,-, ,..., b,) ~6 P, for 
1 <i <s. Choose c E (6, -,,..., b,), c @ Pi for 1 Q i < s. We consider the 
principal ideals (b, - c’) for j = 2,3,... . Since D is a Krull domain, these 
ideals have a primary decomposition. At the common height one primes of 
4, and c, Q,  ,..., Q , ,  we have that for large j, b, -c’ has the same primary 
component as b,, that is, the value of b, - ti in the valuation domain DQi is 
the same as the value of 6, for 1 < i < r. We would like to see that as j 
varies, the ideals (b, - 6) are contained in infinitely many height one primes 
of D. If not, we claim that for j and k large, j < k, then (b, - &)“‘* = 
(b, - ck)“*. To see this, notice that for j < k, b,(l - ck-j) = (b, - c”) - 
ck-‘(b, -c’), and 1 - ck-j is a unit. Thus, for any height one prime P, 
(b,, c) c P if and only if (b, - c’, b, - c”) c P if and only if P E (Q, ,..., Q,}. 
It follows that if only finitely many height one primes contain b, - 6, 
j = 2, 3,..., then for j large enough, the only height one primes containing 
b, - c’ are Q, ,..., Q, and so (b, - &)*I2 = Q, n n Q,. Now as previously 
noted, for large j and k, (b, - &) and (b, - c”) have the same primary 
component at Qi for 1 < i < r. Therefore, for all j and k sufficiently large, 
(b, - c’) = (b, - ck) and so [b, - c’] = u[b, -c”] for some unit u of D. But 
then b,(l - U) = &- uck = c’(l - uck-j). Since 1 - uck-j is a unit and 
6, E ni=, Pi, c E ni=, Pi contrary to the choice of c. We conclude that as j 
varies, the set of height one prime ideals which contains the ideals (b, - c’) 
is infinite. Let {Q,}]? Z be a set of such height one primes, where for notation, 
we will assume that (b, - c’) E Qj. Analogous to what was done in case 
some ai & N, we look at (D/Q,)[X] and hope to find a prime ideal @ with 
@ n WQj> = (01, uf E @, and @ containing no manic of (D/Qj)[X]. If V 
is a discrete valuation domain dominating D/Qj, _then consider the 
factorization of yf in V[X]. Since vf =5X + .. + b,X + 6,, and since 
b;, = Ej, 5” E (b-,- , ,..., &,y. Thus, in V[X], yf possesses an irreducible factor 
q whose leading coefficient is a nonunit. This q gives the desired prime ideal 
qV[X] n (D/Q,)[X] and the proof is complete. 
Remark. If R is not Noetherian, then R(X) need not be a Hilbert ring 
even though R is. Indeed, in [Z, pp. 37-381 there is constructed an example 
of a one-dimensional integrally closed Hilbert domain D having the 
following property: 
There is one and only one nonzero prime ideal P of D such that D, is not 
a DVR. It follows that in D[X], height (P[X]) = 2, but for Q # (0), Q #P, 
height (Q[X]) = 1. Consequently, there is a height one prime JV of D/X] 
such that JV c P[X]. Moreover, if J’ is a prime ideal of D[X] with ,X 3.. V‘, 
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then An D # (0). If Mn D # P, then since (An D)[Xj has height one, 
(A’n D)[X] C.-K. Thus, A is an upper to a maximal ideal and conse- 
quently A contains a manic polynomial. It follows that the only maximal 
ideal of D(X) which contains MD(X) is PD(X). Thus, D(X) is not a 
Hilbert ring. 
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